LISTENING TO THE COMMUNITY +
LOOKING FOR WHAT MATTERS

LP16
As a multiple media public service organization, ideastream listens to
Northeast Ohioans and uses community feedback to shape programs
and services across its content platforms—television, radio, web, social
and mobile media—and to inform civic engagement, educational
initiatives and partnership development.
Each year since 2001, ideastream, through The Listening Project (LP),
invites audience members to share what matters most to them and
to their communities by participating in online surveys and public
forums. Participants reflect, respond and offer invaluable perceptions
about living in the region.
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LP16 ranks regional assets and challenges and explores responses to
questions on three key topics raised in LP15:

COMMUNITY
POVERTY
ENVIRONMENT
In addition to LP surveys and forums, ideastream further engages the
Northeast Ohio community by hosting public forums on important
and timely topics. LP16 also highlights two deep-dive initiatives: one
regarding our judicial system and the other about battling cancer.

Notably, 2016–2017 is the second year of the partnership
between ideastream and Baldwin Wallace University
Community Research Institute (CRI). This collaboration
enhances the validity and reliability of ideastream
quarterly LP surveys.
Conducted anonymously, ideastream surveys are typically composed
of responses from 100–300 audience members. Although the
CRI fields surveys using LP themes and questions, the institute
conducts its own research among a sampling of more than 500
respondents across Northeast Ohio, spread across demographics
such as age, geography, race, annual household income and
political affiliation.
The combination and comparison of LP survey responses with
those of CRI provides ideastream with a deeper understanding of
what matters most to Northeast Ohio residents. With such annual
insight, ideastream gains unparalleled ability to strengthen our
communities year after year.

CRI

This symbol indicates results gathered by CRI.
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ASSETS
For years, Northeast Ohio’s parks,
Lake Erie and local arts and culture
have stood out as the region’s
top assets among Listening Project
participants. Health care, community
and academic institutions remain
the leading benefits of living in the
area. For the past two years, CRI
survey results support ideastream
LP survey findings.

LP16
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LP15 (last year)

CRI 15 (last year)
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• Parks & Lake Erie

• Parks & Lake Erie

Arts & Culture
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• Arts & Culture

Health Care

• Sports Teams

• Health Care

• Sports Teams

Community

• Restaurants & Food

• Academic Institutions

• Restaurants & Food

Academic Institutions

• Community

• Community

• Health Care

Cost of Living

• Health Care

• Cost of Living

• Education

CHALLENGES
ideastream respondents continue to
rank education as the community’s
top challenge, but this year a new
topic emerged across both surveys:
politics. The current political climate
is a deep concern for the entire
community. Respondents report
that jobs and economy, physical
infrastructure, racism, segregation
and poverty round out the upmost
community issues.

CRI 16

LP16

CRI 16

LP15 (last year)

CRI 15 (last year)

• Education

• Physical Infrastructure

• Education

Crime

• Environment

• Winter Weather

• Jobs

Physical Infrastructure

• Jobs

• Crime

• Physical Infrastructure

Jobs & Economy

• Poverty

• Jobs

• Environment

Winter Weather

• Politics NEW!

• Poverty

• Race & Segregation

Politics/Edu/Poverty

• Racism & Segregation

•Politics NEW!

• Poverty

Housing Blight

COMMUNITY
What is it about the people in Northeast Ohio that makes them an asset
to the region? There is no doubt Northeast Ohioans are principally
friendly (top trait in both LP and CRI surveys) and hardworking. More
specifically, community members think of themselves this way and
strongly believe that others perceive them this way too.
Additionally, Northeast Ohioans describe themselves as diverse
and helpful. Other characteristics include resilient, passionate
and determined.

CRI 84%

81

%

LP16 participants reported
having a strong sense of
community. They noted it is
stronger here than in other
places they have lived.

CRI 79%

79

%

LP16 participants said
that they have strong
ties to their individual
neighborhoods.

TOP FIVE GUIDING LIFE PRINCIPLES
Respondents share the five most important
principles that guide their lives.

CRI:

LP16:
1. Equality

1. Family security

2. Meaning in life

2. True friendship

3. Freedom

3. Self respect

4. True friendship

4. Politeness

5. Family security

5. Freedom

“Northeast Ohio people are go-getters, doers,
no matter what...and we hold on to dreams.
No one has determination like we do.”
Listening Project participant

“The investment that people have in
their communities is striking. People
really care and want to use their skills
and talents to improve their own towns
instead of moving.”
Listening Project participant
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POVERTY
Most Northeast Ohio residents (LP16: 81% and CRI: 75%) feel it is harder
today for a person to start poor and get out of poverty compared to
30 years ago.

“Working hard does not mean working yourself out
of poverty. Plus, after generations of discrimination
and segregation in Cleveland, many in poverty have
inherited the trauma, stress and genetic impact of
poverty in addition to the financial struggles.”
Listening Project survey participant
Interestingly, nearly 60% of ideastream survey participants feel the
2015 U.S. poverty threshold of $24,257 for a family of four in Cleveland
is too low, whereas 32% of CRI survey participants feel that way.

“How can a family of four do it? We did it with about
$30,000, but that was over 10 years ago.”
Listening Project survey participant

“They cannot live on that amount of money.”
Elizabeth Newman, The Centers for Families and Children
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To gain more insight into this critical issue and cross-reference
survey responses, ideastream conducted a dialogue among regional
social service executives who work daily assisting impoverished
community members.

To view the full Leadership Panel discussion, visit:
ideastream.org/povertyLP

“I think there’s a perception out there
that if you’re poor it’s because you’re not
working. All of us working in the field know
that many people are working very hard…
and they’re still poor.”
Kristin Warzocha, Greater Cleveland Food Bank

“BEING POOR IS EXPENSIVE.
You’re paying a lot, whether it’s monetary or your commodity is time. You have to spend more, so your money doesn’t
go as far whether it’s buying a money order to pay a bill or sitting in a lobby for three hours to apply for a program.
I think until you experience poverty, you don’t realize that your money doesn’t go as far when you’re poor.”
Kate Carden, Cleveland Housing Network
The majority of respondents in both
surveys agree improving schools in
low-income areas and expanding job
training would help reduce poverty in
Northeast Ohio.

89

%

CRI 87%

Nearly half of the participants in both
surveys agree government programs
to improve the condition of poor
people are not having much impact
either way.

47

%

CRI 45%

“The system isn’t designed to work for poor people. This system is created to make poor people poorer.”
Listening Project survey participant
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ENVIRONMENT
Northeast Ohioans care about their environment and place high
importance on access to quality parks and green spaces. Further,
regardless of demographics, residents are optimistic and take
care to recycle, shop locally, conserve resources, compost, avoid
littering and utilize technological devices in their homes such
as energy-reducing thermostats and energy-efficient light bulbs.

Climate change is increasingly becoming a hot topic. Both LP16
and CRI survey participants report that more extreme weather
events and changes to natural flora and fauna are the top ways
that climate change affects Northeast Ohio.

TOP ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS:
Water Pollution & Quality
Climate Change & Global Warming
Air Quality
Some participants reported being challenged to limit their response
to just three concerns:

CRI 5%

“Really, only choose three? They are all related…we
need to make changes/corrections in our thinking
and behavior…we need to rethink our place here on
the planet. We in Northeast Ohio—with the Great
Lakes—have a tremendous responsibility to take
care of our water.”
Listening Project survey participant

1

%

LP16 participants reported that climate change is not happening.
The overwhelming majority of all respondents agree climate
change occurs either fully, or at least partially, due to humans.
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“WE ARE A BRILLIANT RACE
of people, and I see so many resources wasted in debate about whether it’s happening. Imagine what could be
accomplished if we simply changed the question to ‘what can we do to mitigate the impact?’”
Listening Project survey participant

“I am not a minimalist, but very aware of the
impact of every purchase I make.”
Listening Project survey participant

CRI 46%

43

%

LAKE ERIE

CRI 56%

LP16 PARTICIPANTS TAKE SPECIAL EFFORTS TO:

95%
90%
86%
86%
84%
82%
81%

Recycle
Shop at locally owned businesses
Buy locally grown food
Use energy-saving technology at home
Limit use of lawn pesticides/fertilizers
Avoid products for environmental reasons
Reduce energy and fuel use at home

63

%

CUYAHOGA RIVER

Nearly half of all participants feel Lake Erie is less polluted
than 10 years ago, and a majority believe the same for the
Cuyahoga River.
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ENGAGEMENT & PARTNERSHIP
ideastream has a deep and abiding commitment to civic engagement and community partnerships. In addition to The Listening Project,
ideastream hosts public forums on other pressing topics. Discussions bring new perspectives to light, which ideastream uses to inspire
multiple media journalism and future initiatives.

FINES, FEES AND BAIL

CANCER

The Courting Justice Ohio series began when national public
media host Tavis Smiley brought his touring Courting Justice
town hall meeting to Cleveland in December 2016. Throughout
the year, ideasteam convened local municipal judges, law students,
social workers and counselors in a series of recorded panel
discussions about the disproportionate impact that court fines,
fees and bail have on Cleveland’s poor, including youth, families
and communities.

To support its Healthy People, Healthy Places: Navigating
Cancer series, part of the ongoing Be Well initiative, the
ideastream health team partnered with The Gathering Place,
an organization dedicated to supporting cancer patients and
their caregivers. Together they conducted two community
engagement sessions to learn about the cancer journey
directly from cancer patients and their caregivers. The
discussions greatly informed Be Well reporting.

To view panel discussions, visit:
ideastream.org/courtingjustice

To view this reporting, visit:
ideastream.org/navigatingcancer

“It is a broken system...these individuals get caught in
year-long cycles of poverty and incarceration.”
Judge John J. Russo
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CONCLUSION
The mission of ideastream is to strengthen our communities.
Through our Listening Project efforts, partnership with Baldwin
Wallace’s Community Research Institute and collaborations with
other organizations, ideastream listens to the community to gain a
deeper understanding of what matters.
By convening community members and partners and paying attention
to the personal experiences of Northeast Ohio residents, ideastream
identifies and explores important issues, creates meaningful programs
and offers relevant services that strengthen our communities.

Your participation in The Listening Project is
important to ideastream. To provide feedback
or to see previous Listening Project reports,
visit: ideastream.org/LP

“There are environmental stories happening every day.
“Stories should be aimed at creating awareness
of our challenges and giving citizens helpful tips
about what we can do to make a difference.”
Listening Project survey participant

Please ramp up your coverage because people aren’t
getting the information they need to make decisions
that do make a difference. Thank you!”
Listening Project survey participant
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